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Water is an integral aspect of the world necessary for living creatures to thrive. Owing to unplanned urbanization, rapid industrialization, and uncontrollable human intervention, water quality is gradually degrading. This affects not only marine animals but also humans. Thus, the quality of water should be examined regularly. Water quality parameters should be estimated to monitor water quality. In general, water quality parameters are measured by in situ measurements. Although these measurements are accurate, they are costly and do not provide real-time spatial and temporal changes in water quality. To overcome this limitation, water quality parameters can be estimated using machine learning (ML) along with remote sensing (RS) data. A combination of ML and RS data is a powerful approach for the routine assessment of spatial and temporal variations in water quality parameters. In this paper, some articles based on this approach are reviewed. By analyzing the literature, it was found that the integrated use of RS-based geospatial data with ML helps to produce an accurate result. Most of the authors used the regression algorithm in the estimation of the water quality parameters, with a support vector machine (SVM) regression intensively used. The artificial neural network (ANN) algorithm was the most used algorithm of ML in many of the studies. The researchers used multispectral images for their study. By applying ML to RS data, water quality monitoring systems are evolving into real-time artificial intelligence (AI)-enabled models that provide valuable recommendations and insights to support farmers to make decisions and take action in aquaculture.

1. Introduction

Within an aquatic ecosystem, water quality plays an important role in the health of living organisms. In recent years, increasing population and unplanned urbanization have degraded water quality, thus affecting the health of ecosystems. If the degradation continues, it will
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disturb the aquatic ecosystem and even cause the extinction of aquatic organisms, having a great impact on all living organisms including terrestrial ones. Therefore, water quality should be monitored regularly.\(^{(2,3)}\)

Many physical, biological, and chemical parameters determine the water quality.\(^{(4)}\) Traditionally, *in situ* measurement has mainly been used to estimate and monitor water quality parameters, where water samples are collected and tested in a laboratory. This technique may provide accurate values but is usually uneconomical, time-consuming, and unable to show real-time and spatial changes in water quality.\(^{(5)}\)

Over time, there has been a shift from traditional *in situ* measurement to remote sensing (RS) techniques.\(^{(6–9)}\) RS technology uses spaceborne or airborne sensors to measure the amount of radiation at various wavelengths reflected from the water’s surface and extract information from it.\(^{(10)}\) The reflections can be used directly or indirectly to determine different water quality parameters. The spectral characteristics of water and pollutants, which are functions of the hydrological, biological, and chemical characteristics of water, are essential factors in the monitoring and assessment of water quality.\(^{(11)}\) The advantages provided by this technique are numerous, the most substantial one being near-real-time water quality mapping over a large spatial extent (e.g., a whole lake) without requiring a time-consuming and expensive field survey for sampling.\(^{(12)}\) However, mapping over a large extent comes with a large amount of data. Large-scale RS imagery is difficult to manage and analyze using traditional statistical techniques. Thus, nowadays there is a move towards new technologies such as the incorporation of machine learning (ML) algorithms in geospatial databases. ML has emerged together with big-data technologies and high-performance computing to create new opportunities to unravel, quantify, and understand data-intensive processes for aquatic operational environments.\(^{(13)}\) As the best solution, a combination of ML and satellite RS data is a powerful approach for the routine assessment of spatial and temporal variations in water quality parameters and may offer a suitable method to integrate water quality data collected from traditional *in situ* measurements.\(^{(8)}\) ML algorithms help to estimate water quality parameters in less time and to provide a real-time measurement.\(^{(14)}\) ML algorithms in cooperation with RS imagery reduce the human effort of analyzing big data and are highly cost-effective while producing very accurate results.\(^{(15–18)}\)

Considering the literature gap, we present a comprehensive review of the application of ML algorithms for water quality parameter estimation using RS imagery. Sections 2–4 introduce water quality parameters, ML, and RS, respectively. Section 5 reviews the application of ML to water quality parameter estimation using RS imagery. Finally, Sect. 6 discusses the trend in water quality estimation with reference to Sect. 5 and ways forward for near-real-time estimation methods. The presentation of the learning models and algorithms in ML and the water quality parameters are limited to those that have been implemented in the works presented in this review. Figure 1 shows a generalized workflow of water quality parameter estimation using ML algorithms and RS data.

### 2. Water Quality Parameters

Water quality is measured using different water quality parameters. The commonly studied water quality parameters are given below.
2.1 Chlorophyll-a (Chl-a)

Chl-a is one of the major indicators of water quality. Eutrophication phenomena that drive algal blooms are related to Chl-a.\(^6\) Eutrophication is the enrichment of water with nutrients. Excessive nutrients in water may harm the living ecosystem of the aquatic region.\(^{19}\) Thus, Chl-a in aquatic regions should be monitored. Chl-a reflects green wavelengths, so it has high surface reflectance for green wavelengths.

2.2 Chlorides

Chlorides are salt compounds resulting from the combination of gas chlorine and metals. Excessive chlorides are very toxic to the aquatic ecosystem.\(^{20}\) Therefore, the water used in the fishing industry or processed for any use has a recommended maximum chloride level. Chlorides can contaminate freshwater streams and lakes. Fish and aquatic communities cannot survive in water with high levels of chlorides. Higher chloride levels can affect the health of food sources and pose a risk to the survival, growth, and/or reproduction of aquatic living beings.

2.3 Dissolved oxygen (DO)

DO refers to the level of free, non-compound oxygen present in water or other liquids.\(^{21}\) It is an important parameter in assessing water quality because it affects the organisms living within a body of water. In limnology (the study of lakes), DO is an essential factor second only to the water itself. A DO level that is too high or too low both can have harmful effects on the aquatic animals.

Fig. 1. Generalized workflow of water quality parameter estimation using ML algorithms and RS data.
2.4 pH and total alkalinity

pH is also one of the indicators of water quality. Water with a low pH can damage pond liners and harm aquatic animals and humans. On the other hand, high-pH water can cause scale formation, metal stains, and cloudy water, and reduce the efficiency of chlorine in lakes and rivers. Similarly, total alkalinity is a measurement of the concentration of all alkaline substances dissolved in water. These alkaline substances are primarily carbonates, bicarbonates, and hydroxides, along with a few others. They buffer the pH in water by neutralizing acids. In other words, total alkalinity is a measure of the water’s ability to resist changes in pH.

2.5 Temperature

Temperature is also one of the factors determining water quality. Temperature regulates biological, physical, and chemical processes in water. Water with very low and very high temperatures is not suitable for aquatic animals. Water temperature affects other water quality parameters such as DO and solubility. Elevated temperatures and, more importantly, steep temperature gradients, can have direct harmful effects on fish. It is also very important to analyze the temporal variations due to seasonal changes.

2.6 Total phosphorus

Phosphorus is an essential nutrient of plants, animals, and humans. In water, it exists primarily as orthophosphate (PO$_4^{3-}$) or inorganic compounds. Total phosphorus is defined as the total amount of all phosphorus compounds that exist in various forms. An increased phosphorus concentration leads to the eutrophication of the aquatic environment, causing oxygen deficiency with deadly consequences for fish and other aquatic organisms. This makes it necessary to monitor this parameter. Phosphorus can enter water via wastewater discharge or the drainage of agricultural areas. Also, detergents, such as those used in dishwashers, often contain phosphorus. Their increased usage and disposal have led to increased phosphorus concentrations in wastewater. However, the increasing number of wastewater treatment plants that can remove phosphorus is helping to reduce the pollution that occurs from wastewater discharge.

2.7 Turbidity and total suspended solids

Turbidity is a measure of the ability of light to pass through water, i.e., its murkiness. Suspended solids in water cause the absorption or scattering of light rather than its transmission. Turbidity is measured in nephelometric turbidity units (NTU) and gives an estimate of the number of suspended solids in water. Suspended solids usually enter water as a result of soil erosion from disturbed land or the inflow of effluent from sewage plants or industry. Suspended solids also occur naturally in water from bank and channel erosion; however, this
process has been accelerated by human use of waterways. Suspended residue can also choke sea plants as they settle out in low streams, and clog mouthparts and gills of fish and amphibian macroinvertebrates. In addition to suspended particles, turbidity measurements also consider the algae and plankton present in water. Pollutants such as nutrients and pesticides may bind with suspended solids and settle in bottom sediments, where they may become concentrated. High turbidity affects submerged plants by preventing sufficient light from reaching them for photosynthesis.\(^4\) High turbidity can also significantly increase the water temperature, which needs to remain fairly constant for aquatic fauna to survive.\(^{28}\) Although high turbidity is often a sign of poor water quality and land management, crystal-clear water does not always guarantee healthy water. Extremely lucid water can indicate very acidic conditions or high levels of salinity, so lucid water is not good for aquatic animals.

3. ML

ML is the science of getting computers to work without being explicitly programmed. In ML, the model is trained automatically using various data, i.e., features and labels, which are later required to obtain new sets of data.\(^{29}\) The choice of which features to use (“feature learning”) for characterizing a data point is very important for the success of the overall ML method. Although features have to be in such forms that they can be computed easily, they still need to contain a sufficient amount of information about the ultimate quantity of interest (the label).\(^{29}\) The ML model’s accuracy is increased by using the right number of parameters and hyperparameters. To calculate the performance of ML models and calculations, different measurable and scientific models are utilized. After the completion of the learning procedure, the prepared model can be utilized to characterize, anticipate, or cluster new models (testing information) using the experience acquired during the preparation procedure, in which the prediction is improved with understanding over the long run. ML has a close connection with statistics (especially nonparametric and computational statistics) and theoretical computer science.

ML tasks are typically classified into different broad categories depending on the learning type (supervised or unsupervised), learning model (classification, regression, clustering, or dimensionality reduction), and the algorithm employed to implement the selected task.\(^{30}\)

3.1 Learning models

3.1.1 Regression

Regression is a supervised learning model, which aims to predict an output that varies according to the known input variables.\(^{31}\) Regression algorithms predict the output values based on input features from the data given to the system. The methodology is the algorithm that builds a model on the features of training data and uses this model to predict the value for new data. Most algorithms used in learning models include linear and logistic regressions as well as stepwise regression.\(^{32}\) Also, more complex regression algorithms, such as ordinary
least-squares regression,\textsuperscript{(33)} multivariate adaptive regression splines, Bayesian regression, nonparametric regression, multiple linear regression, cubist regression, and locally estimated scatterplot smoothing, have been developed.

### 3.1.2 Classification

Classification is a type of supervised learning. It specifies the class to which data elements belong to and is best used when the output has limited and distinct values. It also predicts a class for an input variable.\textsuperscript{(34)} Classification categorizes a set of data into classes. Its main goal is to classify the data into categorical class labels. The most common classification problems include gaze estimation, text classification, speech recognition, face detection, handwriting recognition, and document classification. Binary and multiclass classification problems exist, and there are many ML algorithms for classification in ML. The algorithms mentioned in this review paper are discussed below.

### 3.2 ML algorithms

#### 3.2.1 Artificial neural networks (ANNs)

ANNs are the subset of ML that comprises traditional and deep neural networks (NNs). They are computing systems inspired by the biological NNs that constitute animal and human brains. Such systems “learn” to perform tasks by considering examples, generally without being programmed with task-specific rules.\textsuperscript{(35)} The human brain comprises billions of neurons for processing the data obtained from different sensory organs. Likewise, ANN is an improved model of the structure of a natural neural system consisting of interconnected units with a particular topology that automatically trains itself with various sets of training data.\textsuperscript{(36)}

Deep NN or deep learning (DL) uses hidden and deep ANN layers to progressively extract higher-level features from the raw input. One of the fundamental features of DL is that, at times, the feature extraction is performed by the model itself.\textsuperscript{(37)} DL is a variation of ML that is concerned with an unlimited number of levels of limited size, which permits practical application and effect optimization with higher level features from raw input. In DL, the layers are also permitted to be heterogeneous models for efficiency, trainability, and understandability, from where the "structured" part is obtained. Deep NN is essentially ANN with numerous concealed layers between the information and yield layers and can be either managed, mostly regulated, or even stand-alone. A typical DL model is a convolutional NN, where features are obtained by performing convolutions in images.\textsuperscript{(38)} Other common DL models incorporate profound Boltzmann machines, profound conviction systems, and autoencoders.

#### 3.2.2 Decision tree (DT)

A DT is a tree-like depiction of a decision and its every possible consequence or potential outcome after making that decision.\textsuperscript{(39)} It is one way to display an algorithm that only
contains conditional control statements. Each inner hub of the tree structure represents an alternate pairwise examination on a choice of feature, although each branch is the result of this correlation. Leaf hubs provide an official choice or prediction after following the path from the root to the leaf (communicated as an ordering rule). Currently, the most well-known learning calculations are characterization and relapse trees, the chi-square programmed cooperation finder, and the iterative dichotomiser. DT is used for both classification and regression. Recursive partitioning (REPTree) is a type of binary tree utilized for grouping or regression assignments. It creates a DT that correctly classifies members by splitting it into subpopulations based on several dichotomous independent variables. It is easy to understand and attempt to limit the utilization of all given datasets.

3.2.3 Support vector machines (SVMs)

An SVM is a supervised ML model that uses classification algorithms for two-group classification problems. After giving an SVM model sets of labelled training data for either of two categories, it can categorize new examples. It is intrinsically a binary classifier that constructs a linear separating hyperplane to classify data instances. The classification abilities of SVMs can be significantly improved by changing the first component space into an element space of a higher measurement by utilizing the “kernel trick”. SVMs have been utilized for order, relapse, and bunching. SVMs manage overfitting issues, which appear in high-dimensional spaces, making them engage in different applications. Most utilized SVM calculations incorporate the help vector relapse, least-squares bolster vector machine, or progressive projection calculation bolster vector machine. SVM regression (SVR) is commonly used in the water quality parameter estimation.

3.2.4 Gradient boosting algorithms

(a) Gradient boosting machine (GBM)

A GBM is a boosting algorithm utilized when a large amount of information is required to be predicted with high accuracy. Boosting is a type of learning algorithm that consolidates the predictions of a few base estimators to improve accuracy. It consolidates different weak or normal indicators to a solid indicator. The guiding heuristic is that good predictive results can be obtained through increasingly refined approximations.

(b) XGBoost

XGBoost is an advanced optimized distributed gradient boosting library designed to be productive, adaptable, and convenient. It executes artificial intelligence (AI) calculations under the gradient boosting system. XGBoost dominates structured or tabular datasets on classification and regression predictive modeling problems. It resolves numerous issues in information science quickly and accurately.
(c) LightGBM

LightGBM is a gradient boosting framework that uses tree-based learning algorithms. The system provides quick and high-performance gradient boosting dependent on the choice of tree calculations and is utilized for positioning, arrangement, and numerous other AI assignments. It was created as part of the Distributed Machine Learning Toolkit Project of Microsoft.\textsuperscript{(49)}

4. RS

RS is defined as sensing the information of the Earth using satellite or airborne sensors.\textsuperscript{(10)} It is a complete process that captures Earth’s surface data using electromagnetic energy and processes and extracts information for the geographic information system (GIS). RS can be categorized into ground-borne, airborne, and spaceborne, and, depending on the energy source, it can be considered as active or passive. The process of obtaining information from satellite images usually requires three steps: preprocessing, image enhancement, and image classification.\textsuperscript{(50)} With advances in space science and the expanding utilization of computer applications and processing control in recent decades, RS technologies make it possible to analyze and study land and water bodies in large areas.\textsuperscript{(51)} The collected remotely sensed data occurs in digital form and is therefore easily readable in computer processing. There are various advantages of the use of RS imagery to estimate water quality parameters over the use of only \textit{in situ} measurements:

\begin{enumerate}
\item near-continuous spatial coverage of satellite data over a complete geographic area of a water body,
\item capable of assessing water quality in remote areas,
\item availability of satellite data in all seasons, and
\item efficient analysis of satellite data.
\end{enumerate}

5. Application in Water Quality Parameter Estimation

With advances in technology, many researchers have shifted from traditional water quality parameter estimation techniques to new technologies such as ML and RS. SVR combining \textit{in situ} data and surface reflectance is rapidly replacing linear regression.\textsuperscript{(18,52–56)} This technique provides not only accuracy but also robustness when there are few sample points.\textsuperscript{(52)} Wang et al. combined an ML algorithm, the water quality index (WQI), and RS spectral indices (difference, ratio, and normalized difference indices) through fractional derivative methods to establish a model for estimating and assessing the WQI,\textsuperscript{(57)} called the particle swarm optimization (PSO)–SVR model. This model showed high performance with a coefficient of determination $R^2$ of 0.92, a root mean square error (RMSE) of 58.4, and a slope of the line of best fit of 0.97. They improved the accuracy of the obtained model by using new hyperspectral indices and PSO–SVR.

Kim et al. used three ML approaches, random forest (RF), CR, and SVR, to estimate two major water quality indicators, Chl-a and suspended particulate matter (SPM) concentrations, in coastal environments on the west coast of South Korea using the Geostationary Ocean Color
Imager (GOCI) satellite data. They showed that SVR was better than the other techniques. When GOCI-derived radiance data were used, the ratios of band 2 to band 4 and band 6 to band 5 were the most influential input variables in predicting Chl-a and SPM concentrations, respectively. Hafeez et al. compared the reflectance data of Landsat 5, 7, and 8 imagery with in situ measurement data to evaluate the performance of various ML algorithms. They estimated Chl-a, total suspended solids, and turbidity using various ML algorithms such as ANN, SVR, and CR. They obtained the highest accuracy with the ANN, with 91% accuracy for Chl-a, 92% accuracy for SS, and 85% accuracy for turbidity. It was concluded from their work that NN-based ML techniques provide higher accuracy than other techniques and that ML with satellite imagery has a high potential for future studies in water quality monitoring. Camps-Valls et al. evaluated the performance of a relevance vector machine (RVM) for the estimation of Chl-a from RS data. The RVM was used to alleviate the deficiencies of SVR. The RVM was evaluated in terms of the accuracy and bias of the estimations, the sparseness of the solutions, robustness to a low number of training samples, and computational burden. Their study suggested that the RVM produced better results than ANN and SVR. Although the RVM produced a highly accurate result, it was more computationally demanding than SVMs. They suggested that, owing to high levels of uncertainty in both satellite-derived data and in situ measurements, robust and stable nonlinear regression models that provide inverse models are desirable. These models can be obtained from an RVM. Maier and Keller focused on the trade-off between the spatial and spectral resolutions of six simulated satellite-based data sets when estimating the Chl-a concentration with supervised ML models. Arias-Rodriguez et al. used ML regression and all lifespan MERIS satellite data to estimate water quality parameters. In their study, AI approaches with different complexities were investigated, and the ideal model for SDD and turbidity was resolved. Cross-validation showed that the satellite-based evaluations were consistent with the in situ estimations for both SDD and turbidity, with $R^2$ values of 0.81 to 0.86, an RMSE of 0.15 m, and 0.95 NTU. Chebud et al. developed an NN model in which Landsat data was used as a proxy to quantify water quality parameters, namely, Chl-a, turbidity, and phosphorus, before and after ecosystem restoration and during the wet and dry seasons. The NN model was highly correlated with the data with $R^2 > 0.95$. The RMSE values for phosphorus, turbidity, and Chl-a were below 0.03 mg L$^{-1}$, 0.5 NTU, and 0.17 mg m$^{-3}$, respectively, in the NN training and validation phases. They determined the usefulness of the NN model for estimating the water quality parameters in a complex ecosystem. The developed NN model reduced the uncertainty resulting from the exclusion of any of the bands and captured both the linear and nonlinear complex relationships. González Vilas et al. also developed algorithms based on the NN technique and retrieved the Chl-a concentration in optically complex waters using MERIS data in the Galician Rias region of Spain. They showed that the combination of in situ data and the NN algorithm improved the retrieval of Chl-a in water and could be used to obtain more accurate Chl-a maps. Blix and Eltoft presented the concept of an automatic model selection algorithm (AMSA) to find the best model for determining water quality parameters. Their AMSA was designed to estimate oceanic Chl-a for global and optically complex waters by using four ML feature ranking methods and three ML regression models. This was carried out by using various regression
algorithms to retrieve water quality parameters from remotely sensed multispectral data for the given sensor and environment. Wang et al. adopted ANNs in RS imagery to improve the monitoring capability of water quality in a reservoir. In their study, the ANN topology retrieved the remotely sensed data to estimate the water quality, with a correlation coefficient of 0.815 at the testing phase. Canziani et al. used Landsat bands and an ANN algorithm to determine Chl-a and the turbidity of different shallow Pampean Lakes. The integration of the ANN algorithm and RS data made it possible to retrieve information on shallow lake systems at broad spatial and temporal scales. The result obtained from their study was statistically significant. Liu et al. stated that a linear model does not produce a good result for inland and shallow lakes, so nonparametric statistical techniques such as NN analysis should be utilized for water quality parameter estimation. Pu et al. used a CNN with a hierarchical structure to determine water quality levels using Landsat-8 imagery. They used CNN to mitigate the problem of estimating water quality parameters, which occurs because of the weak optical characteristics of water and the lack of explicit correlation between RS imagery bands and parameters.

Moser and Serpico used SVMs to calculate the sea surface temperature. Using satellite data and corresponding in situ measurements, they found an approximate relation between them, which was subsequently used to estimate unknown surface temperatures from additional satellite data. Even though the proposed technique was experimentally tested in the context of surface temperature estimation, it is not application-specific. Further validation on different regression problems (e.g., estimation of other bio/geophysical parameters of the Earth’s surface) will be required to evaluate the effectiveness of the method.

The ANN and SVR are both convenient for nonlinear modeling and produce a better result for water quality parameter estimation than other models. However, both methods need many paired samples (with the inputs and corresponding outputs both known) to construct a reliable and accurate model. In most cases, there are not enough paired samples for modeling since abundant in situ measurements are too costly. Wang et al. used a new method of semi-supervised SVR with a satellite to deal with the problem of insufficient paired samples and model accuracy. Nascimento Silva and Panella used RS imagery and ANN to determine algal blooms by measuring Chl-a from space. They described empirical algorithms, which incorporate information from the multispectral instrument of the Sentinel-2 satellite, and the obtained result was found to be statistically accurate. Pahlevan et al. introduced a new ML model, a mixture density network (MDN), for estimating Chl-a in water using the Sentinel-2 multispectral instrument. It markedly outperformed existing algorithms when applied across different bio-optical regimes in inland and coastal waters. The MDN is a class of NNs, which helps to overcome the non-unique characteristic of the solution to the inverse problem of retrieving Chl-a using likelihoods generated in the training and validation steps.

Jeihouni et al. used decision-tree-based data mining to identify high-quality groundwater zones for water supply management. They used different DT methods such as ordinary decision tree (ODT), RF, random tree (RT), chi-square automatic interaction detector (CHAID), and iterative dichotomiser 3 (ID3) to extract key relevant variables affecting water quality (electrical conductivity, pH, hardness, and chloride) in a GIS platform. The RF showed the highest
performance (accuracy of 97.10%) among the methods. Cao et al. employed an ML approach called an extreme gradient boosting tree (BST) to develop an algorithm for Chl-a estimation from OLI in turbid lakes. The BST model performed well on a subset of data ($N = 102$, $R^2 = 0.79$, root mean squared difference = 7.1 $\mu$g L$^{-1}$, mean absolute percentage error = 24%, mean absolute error = 1.4, and bias = 0.9) and had better Chl-a retrievals than several band-ratio algorithms and the RF approach.

6. Discussion and Conclusion

Most of the studies reviewed in this paper were carried out to evaluate Chl-a using an SVM, whereas very few studies evaluated other water quality parameters. Most of the studies implemented ANN algorithms of ML for water quality parameter estimation. Comparative studies using multispectral RS imagery employed SVR and an ANN as state-of-the-art algorithms for benchmarks. In general, the empirical relationship between the in situ data and the surface reflectance has been established through ML-based regression methods. In these reviewed studies, the ANN algorithm had the highest accuracy among the methods. A decision-tree-based method and CNNs were also used by some authors to determine water quality. In those studies, images from satellites such as MERIS, GOCI, and Landsat were used.

The integrated use of ML and RS in water quality parameter estimation is being fostered nowadays. Their integrated use helps to produce a statistically accurate result as well as gives the spatial and temporal water quality in real time. To further improve the results of water quality parameter evaluation, hyperspectral images can be used for the data analysis. Several studies have used hyperspectral images along with ML technologies to retrieve results. Hyperspectral cameras have a high spectral resolution, enabling them to evaluate water quality parameters when covering the wavelength range from 450 to 950 nm. In general, a hyperspectral camera records the surface reflectance of the water components. Hyperspectral cameras help to see the unseen through the narrow bands. The use of an unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) as a platform also helps to increase the accuracy as UAV images are captured from a small height and have a high spatial resolution. However, very few works have yet been carried out using UAVs. Further adoption of these RS technologies is necessary for these approaches.

The real-time monitoring of water quality is essential in this era of rapid industrialization. Therefore, the concept of smart water quality monitoring should be studied. Geetha and Gouthami presented a low-cost, low-complexity smart water quality monitoring system using a controller with an built-in Wi-Fi module to monitor parameters such as pH, turbidity, and conductivity, enabling the real-time monitoring of water quality. A few other related works have been reported. Studies should also be carried out on the use of hyperspectral images to find the real-time status of water quality. Recently, there has been skyrocketing growth in the study and experiments on water quality estimation using ML and RS techniques. ML, being a hot and trending topic for studies, has become the first choice for most researchers.

By incorporating ML with RS data, we can carry out ongoing and timely examinations of water quality with an AI-empowered framework with the ultimate aim of advancing
the fisheries industry. For this purpose, it is expected that the utilization of integrated RS technology with ML algorithms will become increasingly widespread in the future owing to the availability of incorporated and applicable tools. The combined technology will provide valuable recommendations and insights to support decision making and implementation in aquaculture farming.
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